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Cable Fault Finder

TS® 90 - This easy-to-use, competitively priced tester is 
three tools in one—a fault locator, a cable and wire  
manager and a tone generator with SmartTone technology. 
From just ONE END of any two or more conductor cable 
you can measure up to 2,500 feet (762 meters). Easily 
find the distance to opens or shorts on electrical wire, 
telephone wire, security wire and coax. Results appear as a 
distance reading rather than a waveform, so it’s perfect for 
technicians unfamiliar with Time Domain Reflectometery 
(TDR).  

Patented SmartTone technology gives you five distinct 
tones to use for exact wire and pair identification, even in 
proximity to current-bearing cable.

TS® 100 -From just ONE END of any two or more  
conductor cable you can measure up to 3,000 feet  
(915 meters). The TS 100 cable fault locator lets you easily 
find the distance to opens or shorts on electrical wire, 
telephone wire, security wire and coax. Results appear as a 
distance reading rather than a waveform, so it’s perfect for 
technicians unfamiliar with Time Domain Reflectometery 
(TDR).

The TS 100 cable fault locator is perfect for inventory 
management of cable stock in trucks and warehouses 
and it can help you generate more accurate bids for jobs 
by quickly assessing needs and managing the cable stock 
with greater accuracy.

Features & Benefits 

• TS® 90 Works on any two or more conductor cable up to  
   2,500 feet.
• TS® 100 Works on any two or more conductor cable up to  
   3,000 feet.
• Instantly measures distance to open or any fault from one 
   end of any cable pair.
• Patented SmartTone® tone generator positively identifies pair.
• Measures cable distance on spool.
• Measures constantly while ‘on’.
• Displays distance reading rather than waveform.
• Large LED screen.
• High voltage detection.
• Moisture proof.

Order information

Product  Part Number
Fluke TS90  00A-500-006-00
Fluke TS100  00A-500-006-05
Fluke TS100 Finder Kit  00A-500-006-10
TS100 +BNX - Banana ABN  00A-500-006-15
TS100-PRO-BT-TDR  00A-500-006-20
TS100/TS90 BNC-Alligator  00A-500-006-25
TS100 + BNC to Alligator Clips  00A-500-006-30
TS100 Pouch + Belt Clip  00A-500-006-35
TS100/TS100PRO pouch  00A-005-006-40


